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The Integral Tarot CD Treasure Chest includes in depth descriptions of the Major Arcana into physical,

emotional, and spiritual levels as taken from Suzanne's Book, Integral Tarot: Decoding the Essence. 97

MP3 Songs NEW AGE: Self-Help, SPOKEN WORD: Audiobook Show all album songs: Integral Tarot CD

Treasure Chest Songs Details: "Integral Tarot - CD Treasure Chest" is as advertised - a treasure! This

seven CD set, from author/teacher Suzanne Wagner, acts as a fine compliment to her book "Integral

Tarot", or as a unique stand alone. Although not intended as such, there is a specific market that will

benefit from this format, and that is those that are sight impaired. Why does this come to my mind?

Because I am currently doing teleconferences with a small group of sight impaired students that use the

Thoth Tarot as their working deck! It is such a joy to be able to sit back and listen to the Tarot. I love

reading, and do have Suzanne's "Integral Tarot" book, but I find that I can totally relax when listening to

these CD's. Her voice is soft and flowing, lending quality to an already quality product. The cards can be

accessed individually, or you can sit back and listen to them in order (they are listed by disk in the LWB

that accompanies the CD's). You can listen to them in the car, at work, or anywhere else that you wish to

take them. (In my mind, I see myself listening to them while sitting out in my back yard on a nice day.)

They lend themselves to individual work, or can be used in a group setting. As a wonderful bonus,

Suzanne has included her Yes/No Spread, as well as her modifeid Celtic Cross Spread in the

accompanying LWB. I certainly hope that this is the wave of the future for Tarot - that we incorporate

technology in all forms into our ancient archetypes!
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